A group of architecture graduates
from the most competitive architecture
schools collectively formed a multidisciplinary design platform - studio
mOOO. A core mission is to guide
students or young professionals alike
in formulating their projects. Through
studio-based training, the students
will improve their design and research
skills, and they will also need to
improve their presentation skills and
as well as ability to engage in group
discussions. Ultimately maximise
their talents and potentials to thrive in
brutally competitive design schools or
jobs.
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New Studios
Original Design Briefs
A new venture that will deepen mOOO’s
agenda of promoting young architects and
our continuous effort to launch competitions
as a form of research.
We thought to extend the effort and invite
some of our colleagues to pursue their thesis
projects. They are practising and teaching at

and you will experience the different learning
models available to you in world-leading
universities. When you choose to apply later
deal with the challenges.
Some of you choose to continue down the

design units at studio mOOO.
Our young and dynamic architects and
educators have prepared a wide range
of design and research agendas; original
design briefs: Prototyping ‘unpractical’
Chairs, Vacation Hotel to the Solar System,
Prototyping Spatial Negotiations, The
Quest for an Urban Elixir, Blended Living.
Additionally, mOOO’s initial competition brief:
Macau [Morphosis] Waterfront Fun Palace.
We discussed with the tutors and selected the
most suitable briefs for eight-week studios.
Some tutors push digital design agendas;
some tutors indulge you in narrative-based
units. And some thesis projects will expand
your interpretation of architecture education,
forever change your pre-conception of being
architecture students.
on our education from studying overseas in
the UK and US. Our goal is to involve you,
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DD01- Prototyping ‘unpractical’ Chairs,
DD03 - Vacation Hotel to the Solar System,
DR00 - Prototyping Spatial Negotiations,
DR10 - The Quest for an Urban Elixir,
DR20 - Blended Living.
mOOO1 - Macau [Morphosis] Waterfront Fun Palace.

DD01

Prototyping
‘unpractical’ Chairs
The challenge:
We organise a digital design course to
familiarise students with advanced digital
design tools like Maya.
We want students to get started with
polygonal modelling techniques, start
their geometrical explorations. We expect
the results to remain conceptual, and more
importantly, we encourage students to explore
freely.
Lastly, we will push students to produce
multimedia materials to present and
summarise their explorations and design
process.
A practical guide to ‘Unpractical’ chair
Function: no requirements to design a
practical chair
Display venues: Luxurious hotel lobbies or
digital fabrication exhibitions
Dimensions: XXX mm x XXX mm x XXX mm
later on.
We seek out students’ internal design
and research logic rather than judging
the end products’ from the standpoint of
functionality.
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DD03

Vacation Hotel to
the Solar System
The challenge:
We learned that the solar system’s terrestrial
planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars) are like
twin siblings. They formed at the same time
(about 3.6 billion years ago) and experienced
many common growths and catastrophes.
Their composition, structure, and chemical
elements are almost the same. Venus used
to have the same vast ocean and delicate
atmosphere as Earth, and the Martian
environment was once more humid and
habitable than Earth.
sun, there is still a large amount of water
ice in the polar regions. The environment of
Venus high atmosphere is very close to the
Earth’s atmosphere; 5% is still water, and
the two levels are also covered by countless
icebergs. Europa has underground oceans
and underwater hot springs, and Titan is a
liquid methane lake...... Compared to other
worlds, our planet is not unique, we are just
lucky to live in an oasis that has temporarily
more imaginative than us.
These fascinating facts provide our project’s
grounding, and we speculate on a future
space tourism/ vacation industry. Our project
is to design a small-scale vacation hotel with
corresponding local vacation activities. We
don’t want this project to exist on paper all
the time. We want to propose designs that
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are reachable (at least from the perspective of
technological theory) at a predictable time.
The challenge is to put forward convincing
proposals under reasonable physical criteria,
especially related to the living environment
period and associated parameters, such as
planetary gravity, temperature, pressure,
climate, atmospheric wind, geological
activity, solar radiation, fundamental design
conditions.
We hope to face the real space environment
and challenges. The technology we have
combined with the appropriate imagination
to re-imagine the problem of survival in outer
space and design the lifestyle of outer space,
instead of avoiding the issue by distant
references to the realisation of interplanetary
species in the future.

DR00

Prototyping
Spatial Negotiations
The challenge:
Are cities ready to welcome a rapid growing
urban population? Some architects, urban
planners and decision-makers believe denser
cities will be the solution to sprawl. Others
argue that denser cities or a vertical sprawl
and hyperdensity are socially exclusive, thus
harmful to mental well-being, and inhabitants
are likely to develop psychosis. Whether we
approach the fast urbanisation challenge
from the environmental, infrastructural or
human psychological aspects. Urban sprawl
comes with unsustainable issues; peak hour
congestions, poor transport infrastructure and
long commuting time.
All newcomers, well, almost all are willing to
commuting trips and live closer to the city.
Especially, the career-minded or hard-working
individuals seeking progress in careers and as
well as cultural life. In reality, the newcomers
will never live in the city centres because of
the unaffordable rent, or undesirably tiny
living volumes. Out of practicality, or driven
by goals, they endure negative experiences
of living and working in urban environments.
Again, all, well, almost all of the young people
choose to continue living or moving into cities.
Prototyping spatial negotiations become
a design and research brief into spatial
compression unfolding in three dimensions
— living volumes —, unlike more conventional
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discussions which left ‘height’ behind. We
actively encourage students to bring in
their interests and respond to the brief. As
a collective, we intend to densify mid-rise,
high-rise, super tall or even hyper-dense living
and working typologies, both newly built and
abandoned industrial sites in city centres
worldwide.

DR10

The Quest for an Urban Elixir
The challenge:
“I propose to build for eternity.” - Filippo
Brunelleschi
Humans have long harboured an obsession
with living forever. We fear expiry, ageing and
dying; we long for eternity. For some, it has
been a utopian fantasy to be immortal. The
had spent years searching for immortality
Elixir, only until he drank the toxic deadly
potion which he believed would give him
eternal life.
Since the prehistorical age, many
quest for longevity and immortality. The
longing for eternality has always been a key
driver for shaping our built environment.
The pyramid was built not just as a tomb
but in fact as a resurrection machine for the
pharaoh, while the terracotta army in Xian
was a piece of infrastructure to protect and
safeguard the First Emperor’s afterlife so that
his soul could live forever.
In modern societies, immortality exists in
different forms: skyscrapers monoliths are not
only representations of power and wealth but
models. The taller and more skyscrapers
you have, the more robust your business is.
Cooperates diversify business and properties
as a way to seek immortality. In a religious
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context, immortality is often stated to be one
of the promises of heaven, where churches
and cathedrals were symbols to express the
eternity of God and their loyal believers.
Ensuring food and nutrients resources for
future generations is an act of seeking
immortality for humanity. The Svalbard Global
Seed Vault is a secure seed bank on the
discreetly in the remote Arctic Svalbard
archipelago, the seed vault is an attempt
to ensure against the loss of seeds in other
genebanks during large-scale regional or
global crises.
Our studio explores how the manifestation of
immortality can be employed in architectural
and urban design, whether as a metaphoric
investigation or in a speculative manner.
The symbiotic understanding of immortality
and expiry from different perspectives
might address social transformation in
culture and communities, economies and
ecologies, politics and policy. Here, we invite
students to imagine and invent alternative
realities, through researching, analyzing
and synthesising urban visionary ideas
along with innovative technical disquisition,
environmental science and entrepreneurial
narrative.

DR20

Blended Living
The challenge:
The boundaries of our lives are becoming
ever more blended. This ranges from work
and leisure, the natural and the manmade, as
well as the physical and digital. What might
this new blended form of the human condition
mean for architecture?
The 2020 global pandemic fundamentally
shifted perceptions about what was possible
in how we operate within the city, how we
work and what we value in the spaces we
inhabit. This was in part driven by ‘work-fromhome’ where the value of the garden and the
power of technology allowed one to curate
a personal working environment, blending
various qualities of space.
The studio will explore the design of largescale buildings that will operate between
the urban and the suburban; the garden
and the building; and the private and the
public speculating on new forms of blended
urban typologies. Work-from-home has
been cherished for better living and suburbs
seemed like a way out from the intensity of
the city. But what if the city must come to
the suburb for work-from-home to become a
to the suburb without losing what makes it so?
As we speculate on what kind of architecture
could accommodate a blend between the
suburb and the city, living and working, the
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human and nature, we will be using a highly
advanced design tool: HoudiniFX. Often
used by the visual effects industry, Houdini
will allow us to enter the world of procedural
design. This way, we will be able to create
design recipes to test a great number of
sophisticated design iterations that vary in
layout, texture and character. After that, we
will choose one iteration and fully articulate
renderings.
Software
Prior knowledge of 3D modelling is preferred
but not required for this workshop. We will
be mainly using HoudiniFX for advanced
procedural design as well as Rhinoceros3D
for detailing and Keyshot for Rendering.
The tutorial sessions will be accompanied
by skilling sessions for each of the above
mentioned. software. Download links for the
software will be provided before the start of
the workshop.

New Studios
Competition Design Brief
When we launch an international architecture
competition, our topics of interest reach
a worldwide audience. There have been
some unexpected validations we gained
from organising conceptual architecture
design competitions. All in all, It has been
enormously encouraging to our brief writers
and researchers.
Having found out university tutors in
Malaysia and Denmark have recognised our
competition briefs as challenging enough
to encourage their students to join our
competitions.
At the universities in Malaysia, we found
some of their proposals uniquely different and
unfamiliar from what we have seen in our work
experiences and education. As a competition
organiser, such a wide range of aesthetics
excited us, but, it is noteworthy, some jurors
to us, how do we evaluate competition
projects from different education systems?
In another case, we found out one of the
British participants decided to continue
researching further into London Privately
Owned Public Spaces in his full-time studies.
It remains one of the highlights of our
initiative.
We wonder if we could push our idea of
competitions as a form of research, and
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reinvestigate the competition briefs in Studio
mOOO. How will the results be different from
the competition? Ultimately, we are taking the
initiative to produce original researches to
enrich future competition briefs. Complete the
loop!

mOOO1

Macau [Morphosis]
Waterfront Fun Palace
Background:
Macau is set to become the richest city by
with the highest GDP Per-Capita. The
citiy’s great economic performances largely
revenues. However, Macau’s dominance of
being a casino hub has been facing strong
competitions in recent years. As competitors
seek to replicate Macau’s success in South
East Asian cities like Singapore. The Macau
Morphosis explores proposals to diversify
the economy with non-gaming related
entertainment. As the government rightly
outlined Macau’s undervalued cultural
new growth, as it embraces a unique mix of
Portuguese colonial heritage and a thriving
local culture. Such interwoven culture
positions Macau to attract a wider spectrum
of visitors around the globe.
Macau Peninsula is separated from the
three tiny islands - Taipa, Cotai and Coalane
located south of the harbour. While historically
the residents live on the Macau peninsula
and gambling tourists would go to the three
islands as most of the casinos are built on
the Cotai Strip. The Macanese’ desires
for non-casino entertainment were often
forgotten. Most of the existing land was
given to new casino investments, to sustain
the booming casino tourism. The city has
transformed drastically in recent decades
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through aggressive land reclamation. More
than 2/3 of the land in the city of Macau today
were obtained by land reclamation.
The thriving casino industry had enabled
a dramatic land transformation. The three
originally separate islands are increasingly
merging into a single reclaimed landmass.
However, this time is different rather than
copying and pasting more landmark casinos,
the Macau government had promised the
newly reclaimed land will prioritise residential
uses and social spaces.
A Waterfront Fun Palace: Macau — to recover
the lost connection between the city and
its people. Is Macau a tourist paradise?
Can Macau continue to be a liveable city?
How can the city of Macau attract the local
population to stay?

Timeline
An overview to the eight-week studios, subject to your tutors’ changes
Week 1 - Brief tutorial, reading club, site research
Week 2 - Preliminary site studies, programme and massing studies
Week 3 - Finalise the programme analysis,
Week 4 - Finalise the massing option
Week 5 - Interim Review and scheme development
Week 6 - production: scheme development
Week 7 - production: scheme development
Week 8 - Final Review
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